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Volume 2 Issue 1 - May 2003

Welcome to something not entirely new.  There were a few issues of a Tasmanian Hash scandal sheet
back in the days when 'cut and paste' required scissors and glue, but its compilation and distribution was
slower than a Launny walker heading back from the pub.

Now we live in an age where we have something called 'technology' to spread any old crap from one end
of the globe to the other - and it does.  So here is some more.

NASH HASH
Commiserations to the Tassie Nash Hash 2005 bid team on
being a pack of losers.  The whole team put in a big effort
leading up to and during Nash Hash 03, with particular
kudos going to Herr Flick and Chocka Block for drinking
above and beyond the call of duty (must remember to take
incriminating video evidence to the Fling).

In all seriousness, the decision was a travesty and we can
only hope that the NSW guys show more professionalism
in organising the event than was shown during the bidding
phase.  The you-beaut cheap accommodation and meals
package turned out to be more fleeting than a pollie's
election promise.  Sounds like sour grapes but it isn't.
Maybe a little tart, but not sour.  Flick's summary of the
bidding process was pretty spot-on and there are some
lessons to be learned for any future bid.

Early indications are that there'll be a bid from the Tassie
NW coast clubs for NH07.

In other Nash Hash news:

� Congratulations to Harem legend
Swallow on taking out the title of
Australia's deepest throat - skolling a
1-litre grail in under six seconds with
minimal spillage.  Top effort that.

� Note H4 and Chardy lips - Portholes
and Wee Bev proudly claimed to have
walked hash for the very first time
during Sunday's recovery run.  Sure,
they respectively completed the 21km
and 16km runs on the Saturday, but on
Sunday both were as energetic as the
next fat bastard (which was Grizzly).

UP & CUMMING
JUNE
8-9 Chardonnay Highland Fling
13 Posh Hash Hobart
14 Hobart Full Moon

JULY
13 Hobart Full Moon

AUGUST
1 Chardonnay 250th

(Saints and Sinners theme)
9-10 Launceston 1500th
12 Hobart Full Moon

SEPTEMBER
11 Red Dress Charity Run - Hobart

OCTOBER
12-13 Burnie 700th/Ten weekend

� Also, Chardy GM Crusha and Chocka's
p*ss-poor efforts in the beer belching
and gargling debacle deserve a quick
drink.

� The travelling Pee Wee and Sutt have
escaped downs having to be carried
home by Satin, one under each arm.  Satin was obviously struggling with the load, finding it hard to steer a
straight course.

� Portholes, Pee Wee and Dad each successfully finished the Nash Hash Ballbreaker.  Dopey bastards.  Listed in
the events program at 21km, the hare claims to have extended it to 26km.

� Herr Flick and Wee Bev know who to book their next lot of Nash Hash accommodation through.  Devonport's
Fab managed to get the NW coasters into the Midas Motel's executive apartments while Wee Flick, staying at
the same place, languished in a part time storeroom

� The Launny lip can call Spyder up for a down down after he searched the Nash Hash venue high and low for
his wallet.  Spyder's patented aerodynamic forehead was awash with perspiration as the wallet contained
many, many days of beer drinking's worth of cash.  The wallet fell out on the couch of the aforementioned
luxury apartments.

� The name of former Launny stalwart Hophead would be familiar to many, particularly the clean-up crew of a
Bruny Island ferry run in the early eighties.  Hophead made a brief appearance, paid the late rego fee then
was not seen again after Friday night's festivities.

Stacking the GM's meeting didn't help
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CHARDONNAY HIGHLAND FLING  [Extract from the Chardonnay Golden Globe]

Highland Fling budget accommodation is about booked out. If someone wants to go they better be fast and get
a deposit in!  Limited Hotel rooms still available at extra cost - $35 a single and $70 a double.  Too many
Hashers are just pissing about.

See Goblet or Chocka Block, or Wee Bev who has been taking the deposits.

The sheet of options will be available at the Hash Cash's table (where it has been for the last four weeks!).

Don't forget the Highland Fling includes two official Runs and a badge, Saturday Night Hotel meal and the
Highland Games. The whole weekend is a team competition.

Points will be awarded all weekend, culminating in a winning team.

The weekend could also be described as an "Adults' P*ss Fest"

All questions should be directed to Trailmaster Chocka Block

NEW MISMANAGEMENT COMMITTEES
H5 and Burnie have recently held Annual General P*ss-Ups and
announced new committees:

H5 Burnie

Grand Master Yes Please Ratchet

Joint Masters Goose Phay Ray
& Fixo Mixo & Nicer Pair-a-Tiffs

On Sec Eve Dini

Trailmaster Sticky Mickey Lone Arranger

Hash Cash Ted Bullpit La La
& Dukie

Hash Lips Fruit Loop Grizzly
& Thrillseeker

Hash Hops Snack Bar, Limp Ringo
& Zero

Above: This time Portholes gets to sleep on the
wet spot

Left: Hands up all those with a superiority
complex and a raging hangover (Herr Flick, Pork
Sword, Chocka Block and Crusha at the presentation)

Contributions to this wonderful publication are not
invited - they are expected.  If we don't get facts -
we'll make it up.  Spread your local hash news
around - send all information and gossip to:
trashmania@burniehhh.org.

Left: Identical twins separated at birth -
Grizzly and Herr Flick

Last bit: I sincerely apologise for having published
three pictures of Herr Flick.  Please keep this sheet
away from little kids and pregnant women.

Tas Hash web directory
Burnie - www.burniehhh.org

Chardonnay - www.dreamwater.org/run/

Hobart Full Moon - hobarthash.tripod.com/fm/

Hobart Harem - hobarthash.tripod.com/harem/

H5 - hobarthash.tripod.com/h5

Launceston Full Moon -
www.longnet.com.au/hash/fullmoon.html

Launceston H3 -
www.longnet.com.au/hash/lh3.html

Launceston H4 -
www.longnet.com.au/hash4/lh4.html

Posh Hash, Hobart -
www.dreamwater.org/run/posh.html

TrAShMANIA - tashhh.tripod.com


